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Fost~r Parent Project 
Initiates National Child Welfare 
Trai~ing Program 
care services. These include foster 
care staff, protective service work· 
ers, approval/licensing personnel, 
community leaders, supervisors and 
key agency administrators. 
Alumni Association -
International News on 
pages 4-5 and 9 inside. 
The estimated 500,000 children na-
tionally in foster care may soon feel 
the impact of Nova University's 
Foster Parent Project. Dr. John M. 
Flynn, Director of the Behavioral 
Sciences Center and Ronald D. 
Simon, newly appointed Director of 
the Foster Parent Project, have an-
nounced that a National Child Wel-
fare Training Program, developed at 
Nova University will soon be offered 
to private and public agencies 
throughout the country. 
Nova's National Child Welfare 
Training Program is not only aimed 
at foster parents, but at the numer· 
ous other participants that are essen-
tial to success in the delivery of foster 
The training program will offer 16 
coordinated workshops, in addition to 
diagnostic, evaluation and consulta-
tion services, all of which are de· 
signed to enable a child welfare 
agency to move step by step through 
the various stages inherent in the de· 
velopment of an effective foster care 
See 
Snowflake". 
page 10& 11 delivery system. (Additional stories , , 
I' JJ 
1;).0 
on the Foster Parent Project in-.-: 
cluding an interview with its ne 
director can be found in the centJr. 
fold of this issue.) 
"red Nova's Institute fo/'rCe 
Professionali is the 
Last Thing f;~ Retired! 
by Jennifer P. Meriam 
What do you think about when you think ~.ut,aenior .. ,j tizen~ J 
about leisure days spent poolside, on the gcr.. ,·uu!§'''. Qr at ilie, pi' 
then you're not thinking about the retir~ persons who '<lIIme 
University for daily classes. =- ~ 
Marion Bell, Director of the Institutt 'for Retired 
stresses that the program is serious busi~ ... ior the nearl. 
sons, many of them couples, who belong. 
business as well as a place for social interac' . 
course schedule for the months of Octgl!e~d 
would be enough to convince anyone ottliat r#ht. 
"Esoteric and Exoteric Aspect of Religion" , "Euthani· 
sia, Organ Transplants and the RigQ.t to Dhl!', "~erba! 
Dueling and Other Games", "What is Race?" is cer-
tainly enough to convince me. Sittin~ in on !I re-
~jO*. ... 
........ . 
.. -~ ,. 
Itl 
• 
cent morning class, I listened int~t\y' and 
marveled at all there was to discuss anii\,.learn 
even after completing full professional liv~If 
these people are to be considered "retired" , 
doubt that they know it. 
.. ~ -.. .....  /T ... . .... ,~- . . '. , ., "-
_. -, 6:~ \~ 
As Bell says, the question and answer ses-
sions that come after the morning and 
afternoon classes, held Monday through 
Thursday in the Parker Building on 
campus, are never dull. There is none ~ 
of the ho·hum attitude here. These 
people are not here for college 6 
credit, although by being members 
of the Institute they are entitled 
to audit college courses for 0 
credit. They are sitt ing in on 
these heavy lectures simply ~ 
because they have the 
desire to learn and grow, 
even as their hair silvers. . 
They are here for no , . 
other reason than be- . 
cause they want to be. 0/ 
Former congress· 
men, doctors, law 
yers, school te a ~ 
ch ers ,l ibrar- • 
ians and may ......... 
more ··· are I'A-"'" 
so conten '!' ~ 
.$ 
t: 
"., t:r 
~. 
t 
Dr. Stuart Horn lectures to Retired Professionals. 
Mrs. Mary McCahill, Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees at Nova University, right. 
is shown here with the Honorable Clare 
Boothe Luce when Mrs. Luce spoke on 
November 11. 
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----News Briefs--- semct am Fibtt 
mul tke Aw 
Nova University To 
Offer Master's In 
Psychology In 
Melbourne 
Nova University began offering 
the Master's of Science degree in 
Counseling Psychology in the Mel-
bourne area November 6_ 
The 36 credit hour program is of- . 
fered in the week-end format of Fri-
day evening and Saturday and Sun-
day classes. This offering is designed 
to greatly aid graduate students who 
'are employed full-time. 
This marks the first time that a 
graduate program in psychology has 
been offered in Brevard County by 
Nova University. Similar programs 
are being offered in West Palm 
Beach and Coral Springs and will 
continue to be offered in those areas 
as well as on the main campus in Fort 
Lauderdale. 
For further information, contact 
Jim Kaikobad, Program Coordinator, 
at 1/800-432-5021, ext. 7318. 
f Florida Early 
Childhood 
Conference Chaired 
by Nova 
Faculty Member 
Nova's commitment to children 
was again made evident at the annual 
F ACUS conference (Florida Associa-
tion for Children Under Six). -'['he 
conference was held in Orlando on 
October 22, 23 and 24 and drew over 
1000 participants. Among them were 
many Nova faculty, students and 
graduates. 
Presenters representing Nova in-
cluded Joanne Kaiser, Bill Caldwell, 
R. Glynne Hughes (students in the 
Ed.D. Early Childhood Program), 
Richard Goldman, 'Johanne Peck, 
Wendi ,Masi, Susan Talpins and Polly 
Ebbs. I n addition to the fine pre-
sentations , Nova bad an exhibit booth · 
and an open house. Several of our 
more prolific faculty were invited to 
the Authors Pa-rty. 
Adrienne Garcia, Cluster Co-
ordinator in the Ed.D. 'Early Child-
hood Program, was the program 
chairperson; Pat Smith, a graduate 
GET THE 
CHOICEST 
SKILL 
GUARANTEED. 
In today\; Army, there 
arc literally hundreds of 
skills to choose from. And 
if you sign up under our 
Delayed Entry Program, 
you can do the choosing. 
O{course , whether you 
choo~ surveying or air 
traffic conrrol. you m.use 
qualify. And you may 
have to wait a bit for an 
opening in the skill training 
of your choice. 
But if you qualify, we'll 
guarantee your choice 
up to twelve months in 
ad\'ance . 
For a chance to serve 
your country land train for 
the skill of your choice), 
vjsit your local Army Re-
Cfluitcr. Or'caU Army Op-
portunities, 
ARMY. 
BEAU lOU CAM BE. 
CALL 
SSG WN MORROW 305·52n308 
'. 
Army Recruiting Ah!a 
29!;) t:. Broward Blvd., Room 105F 
P.O. Box 31 
rt. Lauderdale, fL 33301 
of the Ed.D. Program, is the current 
F ACUS President. 
Community Singers 
Announce December 
Concert Dates 
The Nova University Community 
Singers, comprised of 125 members 
from all walks of life in Broward 
County, will present four concerts in 
December. Following are the dates 
and locations: 
8:15 p.m. - Dec. 1st - St. An- , 
thony's Church, 901 N.E . 2nd St., Ft. 
Lauderdale; 
8:15 p.m. - Dec. 4th - Parkway 
Christian Church, 201 N.W. 46th 
Ave., Plantation; 
3:00 p.m. - Dec. 6th - Church of 
the Little Flower, 1805 Pierce St., 
Hollywood; -
4:30 p.m. Dec. 13th 
"MESSIAH" Sing Inn (3rd Annual), 
First Presbyterian Church (Bring 
your own copy of "Messiah"), 401 
S.E. 15th Ave., Fort Lauderdale. 
Director for the ~roup is Peggy 
Joyce Barber, and Dana Davis is the 
accompanist. 
v 
International 
Students Need 
Local Housing 
The international students who are 
studying in Nova's Intensive English 
Program would like the opportunity 
of living with American families in 
the Davie, Plantation, or Hollywood 
area. This wouW facilitate their 
learning about American life, and 
also provide an opportunity for them 
to improve their English. Room and 
board will be paid by the studenJs, 
For more information, call 475-7430. 
Institute 
(Conti ,nued from Page 1) 
with the program that when summer 
arrives, they demand a summer pro-
gram as well. S.ays Bell, "These are 
very articulate people, very well read 
people. Their concerns are wide-
spread. They are interested in 
, everything from current events to 
anthropology. " 
The program is a combination of 
discussion groups, lecture series and 
workshops, courses to audit as well 
as field trips, social gatherings and 
special events. 
To become a member, a person 
would have spent at least 15 years 
working in a job or jobs which re-
quired responsibility and initiative. It 
is then assumed that the applicant 
must be retired or semi-retired and 
be prepared t{) devote time in 
preparation for classes and discus-
sion groups. 
There is an annual tuition fee . For 
those interested in becoming 
members, the number to call is . 
475-7336 or 475-7527. 
. By Betty Leverentz 
Coming up on the weekend of 
December 3rd is Jean-Luc Goda'rd's 
brilliant comedy, EVERY MAN FOR 
HIMSELF. After a long absence 
from fllmmaking, Godard 'shows us 
he still has the genius to put his own 
stamp on a film, and the creativity to 
do it innovatively and succinctly. ·The 
story, such as it is, is about Paul, 
_ Denise, and Isabelle, as well as amor-
ous bellhops, patient pimps', lecher-
ous businessmen, opera singers who 
won't shut up, and numerous other 
characters. But it is more a story 
about this . particular time and place -
in history as reflected in a series of 
·cockeyed epiphani~s and paradoxes. 
Paul is a. successful anchorman on 
TV, separated from his wife and 13-
, year-old daughter, who feels aimless 
about his life. Denise works with Paul 
and has been having a frustrating but 
intense affair with him. Television 
has lots its glamour for her, she feels 
there should he more to life than this, 
and she is thinking about moving to 
the country. Isabelle (Isabelle Hup-
pert) is an extremely practical girl 
who has come to the city to work as a 
prostitute. This .is not a fate worse 
than death for her, npr is she de-
grated by it. Like a registered nurse, 
she is professional, efficient, and cool 
in every emergency. 
Now matter how outrageous some 
of Godard's statements seem to be, 
he swoops above and around his sub-
jects with a grace that will leave you 
enriched, sharpened, and invig-
orated. He has filled his film with im-
ages, achieved with great innovation, 
sometimes with startling results. He 
does not disappoint us. His clarity of 
vision is unmistakable, and this _ 
wonderfully intelligent, funny, and, 
at times, horrific movie displays his 
talents as the master he is. Color, 87 
minutes, French with English sub-
titles. ' 
On the weekend o{December 10th, 
we have a totally different approach 
to fllmmaking and comedy: In MON 
ONCLE D'.AMERIQUE, Alain 
Resnais has created a complex, total-
ly captivating contemporary comedy 
about tw.o men and a woman, each 
from a different generation and dif-
ferent part of France. Though 
they're all talented, their lives are un-
fulfilled . All share a common dream 
of a French uncle who, fortune made, 
returns with his riches and solves all 
of their problems. 
Resnais brings. in the noted liiolo-
gist, Henri Laborit, to describe in ab-
stract, often hilarious terms (some-
times with the aid of laboratory rats), 
the emotions being portrayed by the 
characters on the screen. The comedy 
is there, under the guise of serious-
DAN'S FAMOUS GIANT 
SUBMARINES 
of Lauderhill 
CHICKEN WINGS 
~ 0 Pes .. . ........... $2.30 
16 Pes.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.39 
Wednesday Night 4PM-Closing 
MILLER LITE BEER 
35¢ per glass 
With Food 
DAN'SF AMOUS GIANT SUBMARINE 
1178 N. St. Rd. No, 7 (441) Lauderhill· 584-1915 
Tues. 11-6 PM; Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri., 11-10 PM; Sat. 12-8 PM; Sun. 12-6 PM 
ness, tucked in like footnotes. It is 
one of the few really constructed 
works sinc'e Citizen Kane. 
Sadra Vierney's photography is clear 
and pearly, giving the impression it 
was filmed just after a rain. Winner 
at Cannes, MON ONCLE is unforget-
table; an intellectual and funny ex-
amination of the human condition. 
123 minutes, color, French with sub-
titles. 
On -the weekend of January 7th 
(Holiday recess in between), Nagisha 
Oshima's beautiful yet controversial 
film, IN THE REALM OF THE 
. SENSES, is a film that will startle, 
and is fiot for the overly sensitive. A 
film that rocked the film world when 
it was first released in 1979, this true 
story, drawn from the news archives 
bi Oshima, raised a furor in Japan 
when it happened, and forever chang-
ed the sexual mores of that country. 
Oshima has-tcreated what is con-
sidered the most beautiful, thought-
ful work dealing with the nature of 
eroticism ever made. He probes and ' 
defines human behavior and the de-
mands humans make on each other 
and themselves. The film has become 
a classic. Note: The film portr.ays ex-
plicit sex. No one under 18 will be ad-
mitted, Color, 115 minutes, subtitles, 
The weekend of January 14th 
brings us Istvan Szabo's award win-
ning fllm, CONFIDENCE which 
is a startling change after the 
. psychological journies of Godard and 
Oshima. Szabo builds his film around 
the theme of trust; people trusting 
each other, trusting themselves, 
trusting what they see. It "'pens in a 
theatre in Hungary. A young woman 
in the audience is approached by a 
stranger who whispers into her ear 
that her physician husband has had to 
go into hiding, that . her small 
daughter is in a safe place, and that 
she must assume a new identity. She 
is given the name of a man with 
whom she is told she must live on the 
pretext of being man and wife. They 
take an apartment together, and, at 
first, the climate is volatile. "Do 
anything suspicious," he tells her, 
"and I'll kill you before you kill me!" 
Their paranoia and fear begin to 
elucidate their personalities, but, ', 
gradually, the~ experience a growing 
attraction and fondness for each 
other. When they finally embrace, he 
keeps his fists clenched. Only when 
they learn to trust each other do they 
begin to love one another. 
Szabo's characters are so precisely 
drawn, we come to know' them inti-
mately. He not only layers their per-
sonalities, he layers realities, sug-
gesting that everyone and everything 
exists and occurs on at least two 
levels. Filmed in lighting that sug-
gests the paintings of Vermeer, the 
film skillfully creates the moods it 
seeks. One of an elite trio of film-
makers in Hungary who are highly 
talented, Szabo is a man to watch. 
105 minutes, color, in Hungarian 
with subtitles. 
Tickets at the door are $2.00. Full 
(20 films) and half (10 films) mem-
berships are available for $35.00 and 
$17.50 respectively. Showings are on 
Thursdays, 7:30 p.m" at Nova Uni-
versity at Coral Springs; Fridays, 
7:30 p.m. on the main campus in 
Davie; Sundays, 3:00 p.m., on the 
main campus, and; Sundays, 7:30 
p.m. at the Nova Law, Center. For 
further information, call Betty 
Leverentz, 475-7438. 
r • 
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rGold Circle Meets i 
The setting for the fall meeting Sherwood Spencer (Jean). MEM-
was a lovely penthouse overlooking BERSHIP: Mrs. Carl Lee Mayhue 
the ocean. The hostess was re-elected (Fern), Ms. Betty Mayhue Waters. 
Gold Circle President, Mrs. Rober_t HISTORIAN: Dr. Anna Mae Burke, 
A. Steele (Mil li cent). Other officers Mrs. Jack P . LaMarr (Paula). 
for the coming year are: 1st Vice SPECIAL EVE NTS: Mrs. Eugene 
President, Mrs. William J . Holland F . Malin (Jane), Mrs. William S. 
(Pat), 2nd Vice President, Mrs. Maurer (Yolanda), Mrs. George R. 
Thomas M. Clark (Midge), Secretary, Frederick (Dottie). 'Honorary. 
Mrs. Sheldon J . Schesinger (Bobbe) Date of the 1982 Florida Derby 
and Treasurer, Mrs. Saul!. Nitzberg Ball, which ties in with the Florida 
(Mildred). Derbya.t Gulfstream Park and which 
Newly appointed officers for the benefits Nova University, has been 
organization are as follows: AD- set for Monday, March 29 and again 
VISORS: Mrs. James Farquhar will be held at the Fort Lauderdale 
(Nan), Mrs. Joseph H. Fowler (Mary Marriott Hotel and Marina. 
Anna), Mrs. Francis T. McCahill Chairmen for the event are Mr. 
(Mary), Dr. Ruth L. Schmidt'. PAR- and Mrs. Thomas M. Clark (Midge). 
LIAMENTARIAN: Mrs . John Co-Chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. Dale 
Baldwin (Julie), Mrs. Ambrose L. Ledbetter (Mary). 
Osthoff (Fran) . WAYS AND Under discussion at the meeting 
MEANS: Mrs. H. Wayne Huizenga were plans for other projects to raise 
(Marti), Ms. Anita C. Paoli, Mrs. money for the university. 
GOLD CIRCLE OFFICERS - 198211983 
Left to Right: Bobbe Schlesinger, Secretary; Midge Clark, 2nd Vice 
President; Millicent Steele. President; Pat Holland. 1st Vice President; 
Mildred Nitzberg, Treasurer (not present). 
f If 
1:>;,1 1 , 
Left to right, Claudine Rutter, Lois Savage and Donna Castso. 
Left to right, Florida Derby Ball chairman - Midge Clark. 
Co-Chairman, Mary Ledbetter. 
.~, 
Workshop Series for Social 
Service Agencies, Civic 
Organizations arid 
Small Businesses 
Left to r ight , st anding, Dr. Abraham 
Fischler, addressing the group with 
an update on the University. Seated, 
~ •• ;. , ..l. ' . , -. /j '",''' <'*t' ;; \. 
Board Chairman, Mary McCahill, Ina 
Reed, Betty Campbell and Rosalind 
McLaury. 
fl Presenting your Services/Image 
to the Public", a 7 day workshop 
hosted by Learning Technology, will 
be held on the Nova University cam-
pus beginning Wednesday, Feb. 3 
and continuing for six consecutive 
Wednesdays. 
Workshops topics includes copy-
writing, flyers, pictures/posters, 
displays , newsletters, radio/TV 
spots, tape/slide presentation and 
We wish all our friends Happy Holidays 
and Health in the New Year 
FORT LAUDERDALE TRAVEL SERVICE 
Advertise in ... . PLAN YOUR V ACA T ION NOW ... it 
... The costs no more to book wi th thfn:~xperts 
NOVANEWS Airlines - Cruises - Tours - Hotels -Car Rentals - Anywhere in the World 
r 
MUI III 
Call: 475-7438 II 1100 E. WOW Bl'D. :t ~ 4U28S6 , .,. r:-" 
i "'Ut ,,~ 
I , 
more. Participants holding a bach-
elor's degree will be eligible to take 
the series for 3 gradudate credits if 
they so desire. 
The workshops will be held at the 
T. V. studio, Mailman Hollywood 
building. There is a $190 fee for the 
entire series, or $30 per Workshop. 
For further information, contact 
Dr. Ethel Raddon at 475-7676 or Hal 
Hochhauser at. 475-7679. 
Nova News is published by The Nova 
Uni versity OffIce of External Affai rs, 
10 times a year (double issu.es Dec.-
J an. and June-July). Circulation is 
55,000. 
N OW l. N e1)}.') 
N(fI)rJ. Uni1Jlfrsi~y 
:l:lOJ College A venue 
P()rt Lauderdale, Flor ida :~ a:1 i 4 
Phone :\05/47;;-741 7 
ALEX AN IJE K SCH U KJ';, Chantellor 
A BRAHAM J-'ISCHLER, l'resident 
.jvft'ni{i!'l' P . ,\1f;:r'ilJ, frI , b 'di,l.f) /' 
B (:I! 'I Lei·(,,( Po.fz. A J'IJe l'f i.o.;iilJI S(}.IItS 
IJI'(m1~ lJ(Lrrfl.f l,'f·" ~r· . A (bwrf ·i.'i /,i l,IJ LnY'IM). 
T·ni Sfl"h(/lf' rg. A luTfl'fli Nei l l,,) 
prmted hYff-l i-H.isc l" Public.:at iom; 
I , ~ ,"j lJI:tir Ifl ,'I.-I ,lIlagC,. - (; 1L'lll I .\oJ :trIll I 
l\t'L !J irc..~·tllr - '\1erlIC .J('lIkin;; 
T:I IWgra!'l!c .... - .JaniC Ylillif.,dl 
I 'r·,du(,tjl)n A. ... -:isl,ant - lJl)f\.[ 'l' l;'IIIUII"'1 
SaIIC:; Ext¥.'utJVl: - ,\1ikt.: I '!)w,·jj 
~ , !. 
t 
\ 
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'Jl~\'A. 
UH TVfRSHT 
nt(UT;~'£ 
(CUNCft 
Mrs, Mary McCahill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and Nell M. 
Lewis, Ed.D., principal, Tropical Elementary School, Plantation, Fla., 
converse after hearing Mr. Edwin Newman at The Executive Council 
Forum breakfast on September 30. 
MILDRED BELL, Ed,D, '75, 
Counseling Department at EI Centro 
College, Dallas, Texas, presented a 
ses,sion on "Developing Faculty as 
Student Counselors" at an Interna-
tional Conference in Newcastle, Eng-
land on July 19-24, 1981. At the con-
ference she also did a videotaped 
micro teaching demonstration for Dr. 
Arye Perlberg of Technion, Israel, on 
"Qualitative Analysis of the Teach-
ing-Learning Process." 
The American Society for Public 
Administration (ASP A), South Flor-
ida Chapter, has for several ' years 
been guided by local Nova graduates. 
This past summer the chapter leader-
ship used the "Nova connection" to 
arrange a special seminar in the 
Bahamas. For the past two years the 
chapter has sponsored , a weekend 
cruise aboard the Sunward II, one of 
the many fine cruise ships based in 
Miami. Through the efforts of Nova 
REGIONAL 
REGION I 
STEPHEN R. MYERS, MS '81, 
has become the principal of Lemon 
Bay High School, Charlotte County, 
Florida. 
REGION II 
DOUGLASS E. FENWICK, Ed.D. 
'81, has been appointed director of 
Community College of Philadelphia's 
Division of Life Sciences and Allied 
Health Services. 
REGION III 
JOSEPH R. AUSTIN, Jr. MS '79, 
has been appointed principal of 
Whitinsville Christian High School, 
Whitinsville, MA. 
. REGION IV 
TIMOTHY W. WRIGHT, Ed.D. 
'80, has been named director of mar-
keting at Lakeland Community Col-
lege. 
ANDRE L. LEE, DPA '78, has 
been appointed to the position of Ad-
ministrator of George W. Hubbard 
Hospital, Meharry Medical College's 
teaching facility. 
Dr. ~ee writes a weekly health col-
umn called "Health Lines" for the 
Frost illustrated Newspapers, pub-
lishes and edits a bi-monthly news-
letter called Medical Dimension:;, and 
is co-host and producer of 'a weekly 
television show on health issues called 
"Prescriptions for Health." He is also 
the author of numerous publications 
and articles. 
GARY D. KANNENBERG, MS 
'75, has been appointed professor of 
psychology at Webster College, 
Webster Groves, MO. Kannenberg 
earned his Ph.D. at University of 
South Carolina. 
JOSEPH E. BUKOWSKI, Ed.D. 
'76, has been appointed managing di-
rector of The Jewelry Institute, the 
training and education center for 
members of the jewelry and silverware 
industry in the United States. 
REGION V 
EVIE G. DENNIS, Ed.D. '76, ex· 
ecutive director of human relations 
and student advisory services for the 
Denver Public Schools has been 
elected to the board of the Denver 
Board of Health and Hospitals. Dr. 
Dennis is the first woman, and the 
first member of a minority group, to 
be elected to a high-ranking office in 
the National Amateur Athletic 
Union. She has achieved a similar 
breakthrough in the ranks of the U.S. 
Olympic Committee, where she also 
serves as 2nd vice president. 
REGION VI 
DONALD E. MYERS, Ph.D. '72, 
has been named rural education co-
ordinator for the University of 
Alaska's Galena Center. Myer's was 
formerly a research and planning 
associate for UA's Office of Institu-
tional Planning. 
Before moving to Alaska, he was 
director of research at Miami-Dade 
Community College's Open College 
and later coordinator of educational 
research at Miami-Dade Community 
College South. 
HELENE G. RAND, DPA '76, has 
joined Leon A. Farley Associates, a 
San Francisco based executive 
graduates and participants Eric 
Bourne, DP A '78, Lois Symonette, 
MPA '79" Vernice Symonette and 
Ethelyn Isaacs, MP A '78, a seminar 
and social hour were arranged by 
Mrs. Albertha Byer, Director of 
Training. Several top officials of the 
Bahamian government were present 
for a panel discussion of problems of 
mutual interest . Commodore 
Swinley, head of the Bahamian De-
fense Force, and Neville Smith, Di-
rector of Legal Affairs, discussed im-
migration, drug and criminal justice 
issues. Walter Anders, DPA '77, 
Jerry O'Neil, DPA '77 and Doughis 
Yoder, DP A '76 presented the South 
Florida vieWpoints on these issues. 
Next year the ASP A cruise is ten-
tatively set for a week aboard the 
S.S. Norway, the world's largst 
cruise ship. It is hoped that the in-
teraction with Bahamian officials will 
continue. 
search firm with offices in Wash-
ington' D.C" and London. 
As an associate, Dr. Rand will be 
responsible for executive search 
assignments in a variety of indus-
tries, both private and public. 
Dr. Rand has held a number of per-
sonne\, training and administrative 
positions, including a White House 
internship responsible for developing 
and evaluating Federal Manpower 
Programs; Staffing Specialist with 
Civil Service Commission; Director of 
Research and Consultation Division 
Greater Miami Coalition, in Miami; 
Executive Director of the Voluntary 
Action Center in Dade County, Flor-
ida; and Associate Executive Direc-
tor of the National Conference of 
Christians and Jews, Inc., Southern 
California Region: . 
lONE ELIOFF, Ed,D. '80, has 
been named Dean of Instructional 
Development and Services of Vista 
College, the Peralta Community Col-
lege without a campus, offering 
classes in several hundred communi-
ty and business sites throughout 
Northern Alameda County. 
---------------PUBLICATIONS---------------
JERRY J. SWITTS, Ed.D, '75, 
Director of Elementary Placement 
and Retirement, School Board of 
Pinellas County, Clearwater, Florida 
has written an article which was fea-
tured in School Business Affairs 
Magazine, August, 198r, titled 
"Benefits Discrimination Against the 
Male Executive" . 
MORTON F. MELTZER, DPA 
'77, the information manager at Mar-
tin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, 
Florida, is author of a new book, 
J nformation - The Ultimate Man-
agement Resource, published by the 
American Management Association. 
The book is a b .. k-of-the-month 
selection in the September i .sue of 
"Management Bookshelf," a I onthly 
newsletter issued by AMACO .f, the 
publishing division of AMA. 
Dr. Meltzer is also the autbr of 
The Information Imperative and 
The Infermation Center: Man-
agement's Hidden Asset, 
. \ ,Jf< 
OLIVER O. WAINWRIGHT, 
DPA '81, corporate security manager 
for SCM Corporation, New York 
City, designed and conducted a four-
day Corporate and INdustrial Securi-
ty Conference held recently in Jack-
sonville, Florida which is to be tele-
vised by NBC. 
The main objective of the confer-
ence was to provide additional 
knowledge in the concepts, techni-
ques and trends in security manage-
ment and analysis to those having 
security management responsibilities 
within SCM Corporation. The under-
lying assumption of the conference 
was that modern management tech-
niques in team building, action 
research, data collection, compara-
tive analysis and program movement 
playa role in corporate and industrial 
security strategies. 
Dr. Wainwright credited the idea 
of the conference to his applied 
research project in the DP A pro-
gram. 
CHARLAY VAN-ESQUIRE 
HART, DPA '80, wrote an article 
featured in the August/September 
issue of "The Analyst Exchange". 
The article Selectjng/Docnmentjng 
Statistical Samples is a follow-up 
to his article on sampling techniques 
called Simple Sample featured in the 
February/March 81 issue of the same 
publication. 
RAYMOND J . GARRITANO, 
DP A '78, Superintendent Qf Schools, 
Mokena School District · No, 159, 
Mokena, Illinois, wrote an article 
Wbat To Do Before Buying a Com-
Ruter, which appeared in the na-
tionally published American Sch091 
Board Journal, September, 1981 
issue. 
L. DOUGLAS YODER, DP A '76, is 
co-author of an article entitled "Dade 
County's Plan for Aquifer Manage-
ment" to be published in the 
December issue of the Journal of En-
vironmental Engineering. 
. -
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- International ' 
MAKING NEWS. • • • • 
NATIONAL ' 
LEONARD J. ROCHE, Ed.D., '8~ 
and HERBERT R. WATERS, JR., 
Ed.D. '81 recently presented papers 
at the National Urhan Education 
Association's Seventh National Con-
ference on Urban Education. Dr. 
Roche, principal of the John B. 
De Valles School in New Bedford, 
Massachusetts presented a paper en· 
titled "Bilingualism in the 80's - Ex-
pendable? Pros and Cons". 
Dr. Waters, principal of the Sgt. 
Wm. H. Carney Memorial Academy 
in New Bedford, Massachusetts pre-
sented a paper entitled "Students/-
Parents/Schools: . Survival in the 
80's". A keynote speaker at the con· 
ference was Professor Harvey B. 
Schribner, Senior National Lecturer, 
Ed.D. Program for Educational 
Leaders. 
K. ROBERT HOHL, Ed.D. '79, is 
president of the National Association 
of Regional Media Centers. Dr. Hohl, 
assistant executive director of the 
Berks County Intermediate Unit (a 
regionalized service agency to area 
schools), is the subject of a profile, 
"The Man Who Makes Things Hap-
pen," published in the Instructional 
Innovator. April 1981. 
TOM FUTCH, DPA '79, an ad-
ministrator at the Florida Medical 
Center in Fort Lauderdale, has been 
admitted to Nomineeship in The 
American College of Hospital Admin-
istrators. 
In his new affiliation, Futch will 
join a personal membership organiza-
tion composed of the leading chief ex-
ecutive officers .and their administra-
tive colleagues serving hospitals and 
health service facilities in the United 
States, Canada and other countries. 
'Membership in the ACHA consists 
of three categories: Nomineeship, ' 
Membership and Fellowship. To ad· 
vance in status, an affiliate must pass 
a stringent written and oral examina-
tion and also contribute 'to the health 
field's literature by writing a ' thesis 
or case reports. 
Dedicated to the provision of qual-
ity patient care through competent 
administration of hospitals and 
health service facilities, the ACHA 
conducts a comprehensive profes-
sional education program focusing on 
all facets of the managerial process. 
JANE WHITNEY GIBSON, MS 
'79, Assistant Director of Doctoral 
Programs at Center for the' Study of 
Administration, has been named to 
the 1981 list of Outstanding Young 
Women of America. Earlier in the 
year, Mrs. Gibson was named to the 
1980-81 edition of Who's Who 
,Among Students in American Col-
leges and Universities. 
STATE 
RICHARD BURNETTE, DPA 
'78, City Manager of Meridian, 
Mississippi, has been elected Presi· 
dent of the State Association ·of City 
and County Administrators for 
198111982. 
JOHN H. KIRACOFE, DPA '78, 
has been appointed to the Southeast 
Michigan Council of Governments 
Council on Regional Development for 
1981/82. In this role he will assist 
SEMOG in identifying and respond-
ing to Regional issues relating to 
housing, land use, transportation, 
economic development, education, 
open space and recreation. 
Dr. Kiracofe is City Manager of 
Berkley, Michigan, a suburb of 
Detroit. In addition to his managerial 
duties, he also teaches in the Master 
of Public Administration Program at 
Eastern Michigan University at 
Y silanti, MI. 
BONNIE HENRY, Ed.D. '76, 
director of counseling at Prairie 
State College, Chicago Heights, Illi-
nois, has been elected president of 
the Council on Women's Programs. 
Dr. Henry has served on the execu-
tive board for the past three years. 
FRANK J. NAPOLI, Ed.D. '80, 
has been appointed by New Jersey 
Governor Brenden T. Byrne to serve 
on the Board of Trustees' of James-
burg and Skillman Training Schools 
ana Correctional Institutions. 
One of Dr. Napoli's major respon-
sibilities as a board member will be to 
chair the committee on education and 
facilities. "These kids at Jamesburg 
and skillman are' the kids we've fail-
ed in the public schools and in the 
community," he said. "I hope my ex-
perience on this board will help me 
bring some ideas to the schools on 
how we can help prevent children, 
from ending up in places like these," 
he continued. 
Dr. Napoli is Superintendent of 
Salem Public Schools, Salem, New 
Jersey. 
JOSEPH P. FOTOS, Ed.D. '79, 
superintendent of the Clarion Area 
School District, has been elected 
president of the Pennsylvania School 
Study Council. 
Dr. Fotos who assumed the presi-
dency of the organization July I, is 
now chief elected officer of the organ-
ization and serves as chairman of the 
executive committee which is the 
. , policy making body of the organiza-
tion. 
The Council serves over 250 school 
districts and intermediate units in the 
Commonwealth, and is one of the old-
est and largest councils in the nation. 
CYNTHIA MOORE C'HESTNU-r, 
DPA '81, has been invited by Gover-
nor Bob Graham to participate in the 
first Florida Governor's Challenge 
Program. The statewide conference 
is sponsored by the Florida Endow-
ment for the Humanities. 
HONORS and AWARDS 
MARILYN SEGAL, Ph.D. '70; 
has been named Woman of the Year 
by the Fort Lauderdale Chapter, 
Business and Professional Women's 
Club. 
The Woman of the Year Award is 
designed to honor 'outstanding 
business and professional women 
who have di&tinguished themselves in 
their careers and community. 
KENNETH CF.:DERGREN, Ed.D. 
'77, has been chosen for the current 
(81/82) edition of Who's Who in 
the East. 
• 
COMING 
EVENTS 
The Third Annual Dance will be 
held at the Galt Ocean Mile Hotel on 
Friday, February 26, 1982 at 8:00 
p_m. A Breakfast/Supper will be 
served at 11:00 p.m. Have your cock-
tails by the pool or by the ocean. 
Alumni, Faculty, Staff, Students 
and friends of Nova are invited. Mark 
your calendars now and plan to join 
in the festivities. 
ALUMNI 
REPRESENT 
NOVA 
F. JOSEPH THOMAS, DPA '80, 
represented Nova University at the 
inauguration of William Rankin Dill 
as the eighth president of Babson 
College, wellesley, MA on October 2. 
DAN R. MARTIN, JD '77, repre-
sented the University at the in-
auguration of Ralph E. Christof-
fersen, Colorado State University, 
Fort Collins, Colorado on October 3. 
RICHARD H. MOORE, Ph.D. '80, 
represented the University at the in-
auguration of John Lafayette Green, 
Jr., as the eleventh president of 
Washburn University, Topeka, Kan-
sas on October 11. ' 
JAMES E. BARKSDALE, Ed.D. 
'78, represented the University at the 
inauguration of Joseph AnthQny 
Caputo as the twelfth president of 
Millersville State College, Millers-
ville, P A on O~tober 24. 
SARA A. WHITE, Ed.D. '79, rep-
resented the University at the in-
auguration of S. Dallas Simmons as 
the fifth president of Saint Paul's 
College, Lawrenceville, Virginia on 
November 8. 
Dear 
Graduates: " 
This is the last issue of the Alumni 
News for 1981 and I would like to 
congratulate you on the excellent 
record of achievements, successes, 
etc. which you have reported during 
the year. The Alumni News has been 
well received around the country but 
I know there is much more for you to 
report. Let us double the size of the 
Alumni News next year and really 
make an impact. 
When you receive the membership 
brochure, which has been mailed 
bulk-rate, you will note that the 
membership year is now January 
through December. Alumni who have 
membership cards dated 1981182 will 
be pleased to know that they will re-
main in good standing until January 
1983. 
A second brochure, a catalog of 
Alumni Store items, is being pre-
pared. However, until it is completed 
and mailed do not hesitate to call the 
alumni office for either a price-list or 
the cost of particular items. 
Good News. The Alumni Directory 
is scheduled for delivery June, 1982. 
With all good wishes for a happy, 
healthy and prosperous 1982, 
Sincerely, 
rL ;tU-:k ~ 
IN 
MEMORIUM 
MARC EDWARD KIRK, JD '77, 
aged 32, died on September 19 after a 
brief illness. Mr. Kirk won the 
Energy Law Essay Competition. 
sponsored by the National Energy 
Law and Policy Institute at the 
University of Tulsa. His paper eval-
uated the effectiveness of govern-
ment controls to protect the public 
from overexposure to radiation gen-
erated by nuclear power plants. 
Here, Nova faculty, staff and students gather on campus wearing the 
various style Nova tee shirts. Zygmunt (Ziggy) Jablonski, right, chats 
with Terry VonAchen, left. 
" 
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The Nova Foster Parent 
Project: An Impressive 
Past And An 
Important Future 
By Eileen Mayers Pasztor 
Over the past 10 years there has states. Commitment to the .family 
been considerable state and federal and child welfare service delivery 
funding for the development and im- system and .sensitivity to its problems 
plementation of child welfare train- are reflected throughout the 
ing prograllfs such as the Nova Fos- material. 
ter Parent Project. Our Project - -There is a 'strong commitment to 
along with many- others around the teamwork in the Project's consulta-
country - took on the task of finding tion and training process. Nova staff 
answers to such questions as: works with agencies to identify their 
_ How can social welfare agency needs and maximize their strengths. 
staff be 'trained to prevent unneces- The best thmkmg of agency staff and 
sary foster care placements and re- Nova consultants is then put together 
placements? to ensure that Nova Material is 
_ How can foster parents be re- adapted to the needs and strengths of 
cruited, selected and trained to work each mdlVldual agency. 
as a team with social workers? - Not only is the Project's material 
_ How can child welfare supervis- adaptable; it is tkxible and dynamic. 
ors be trained to reinforce the skills Project staff beheves there IS no 
developed by their workers and "final word" when it comes to prob-
foster parents? lem s?lutions. Therefore, the core 
_ How can hard to find adoptive materIals have been added to by 
parents for children and adolescents dozens of foster parents, SOCIal work-
be located and supported? ers and administrators around the 
_ How can foster parents help in country who h~ve trIed the materIal 
the process of making permanent and cOll?e up WIth yet another way to 
plans for children in substitute care? get the Job d?ne. . . 
The answers to these questions -Th~ Project mamtams close,con-
were developed after tremendous ef- tact WIth other projects and ?rgamza-
fort in research, curriculum develop- tlOns th~t share common mterests. 
ment, testing and retesting _ and The Project adv~cates :-esource shar-
these resources were developed just mg rather than mven~mg the wheel. 
in time. For example, we ~ramed. staff m a 
. foster care educatIOn project at the 
Now federal funds for currIculum University of Houston so they could 
devel?pment and trammg are m- assist in Texas' implementation of 
creasl~gly scarce. ChIld . welfare the Project. For our statewide train~ 
agencIes across the countr~ face staff ing contract in Florida, we brought in 
cut-backs, turnover and mcreasmg trainers from the nationally known 
~aseloads. Sadly, many of the tram- and acclaimed Foster Parent Train-
mg projects dev:eloped around the ing Project at Eastern Michigan Uni-
tIme of the bIrth of our Project and versity. 
whIch have contrIbuted so much ~o _ Finally, Nova Project material 
the chIld welfare field have lost theIr rests on a solid foundation of the very 
fundmg. best thinking in social work 'practice 
. Yet, the Nova Foster Parent Pro- in the field of family and child wel-
Ject - known m the chIld welfare fare. Added to this is a dynamic 
fIeld as the Nova Pro!ect - contmues method of training that moves quick-
on. We mamtam actIve contact WIth ly from the "wha~" and "whys" to 
many of our c.olleagues m the local the "how to." · Training is based on 
and state chIld. welfare agencIes modeling and positive reinforcement. 
where ~e have tramed and where our The Project, for the first time, will 
model IS currently bemg used. We be dissiminating this year a compre-
contmue to respond to a cons~derable hensive national child welfare train-
number of request~ for lI?aterlal, con- ing program. In addition, staff will be 
sultatlOn .and trammg WIth new con- putting the final touches on ·a train-
tracts bemg negotIated. There are a ing manual on foster parent recruit-
number of reasons for our longeVIty ment and retention; updating the cur-
and promlsmg f,uture.. riculum for preservice education for 
-The Project s core materIals :vere foster parents; developing materials 
developed by pe.rsons WIth co.n~lder- on teamwork among social workers, 
ll:ble lme, s';lpervlsory and admlmstra- the parents of children in substitute 
tlve experIence In the pubhc chIld care, foster parents and adoptive 
welfare systems m a number of . (Continued on Page 9) 
For More Information On Nova University's 
Foster Parent Project 
Training and Consultation Programs 
Mail the Coupon Below to: 
THE FOSTER PARENT PROJECT 
NOVA UNVIERSITY 
3301 College Avenue 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314 
Organization Name ________________ _ 
Name Title __ ~ _____ _ 
Address ____________________ _ 
City State Zip· _ ____ _ 
Phone ( ) . 
Please contact me so that we can discuss the possibility and cost of 
providing Nova Training & Consultation. 
"Conclusively, the Nova model is 
viewed as' a most needed and viable 
approach to preparing foster families 
for their roles in the foster care sys-
tem. Regions whose implementation 
is fully underway are reporting very . 
positive results." 
CAROLYN B. RODRIGUEZ 
Program Specialist 
Texas Dept_ of Human Resources 
J, d:i m _- ~.i . · ..•. . 1:n "', ~l 
"The Nova Foster Parent Project is 
an invaluable resource for staff de-
velopment in foster care and home-
finding. The Nova approach demon-
strates a realistic philosophy and 
practical, innovative techniques in 
the recruitment, selection and reten-
tion offoster parents." 
. DALENEGRAY 
placement Resource Spe'cialist 
Office of Human Development 
Louisiana Department of Health 
& Rehabilitative Resources 
Foster Parent Training: 
Its Effect On The Life Of 
. Bobby Engles 
By Mimi Acree 
There are many reasons for train- ' 
ing foster parents and social workers. 
The ultimate reason, of course, is to 
provide better care and services to 
the children and families who come in 
contact witi). the foster care system. 
The following is the story of Bobby 
Engles. Bobby is a real foster child, it 
is just his name that is not real. 
Bobby Engles is twelve years old 
now, but he is different from most 
twelve year olds. He's been in and out 
of foster homes since he was six -
the first time because of parental 
abuse and neglect; the second time 
because of abandonment by his 
mother; the last time because of his 
mother's poor emotional and physical 
health and her subsequent neglect of 
Bobby. When he was in first grade, 
Bobby was diagnosed as mentally re-
tarded and was caught searching the 
school garbage cans for food scraps. 
A year ago he was placed for the first 
time in a Nova trained foster home. 
When he entered that home, he lied 
constantly, stole objects from school 
and the foster home, used foul lang-
uage as a habit, was thin and listless, 
was disobedient at school and cruel to 
other children. 
Now, one year later, it seem!'. that 
Bobby's diagnosis as being mentally 
retarded was not correct. His vocabu-
lary has doubled and his school per-
formance has improved two grade 
levels. Bobby has gained weight and 
self 'Confidence. He's beginning to 
make friends now, both at school and 
with his foster brother. He is eager to 
please his foster parents, and his ly-
ing and stealing behaviors are great-
ly reduced. Today, Bobby regularly 
accomplishes his assigned chores at 
the foster home; enjoys fishing, and 
working with the foster family'S farm 
animals. Bobby visits regularly with 
his stepfather, whom he adores, and 
his mother, with whom he's working 
to rebuild a healthy relationship. 
Hopefully, by the end of this school 
year, Bobby will have learned enough 
self control and self sufficiency to re-
turn home to his own family. 
A Nova trained foster home, to-
gether with the efforts of others (his 
social worker, teacher and school 
counselor) have changed the life of 
one small boy_ Bobby's foster par-
ents, Jim and Betty Faulkner, main-
tain that had it not been for the Nova 
Foster Parent 'Training Program 
they would have lacked the skills and 
understanding to reach Bobby emo-
tionally and to have worked with him 
as successfully as they have during 
the past year. "In training," Mrs. 
Faulkner says, "we learned to sup-
port Bobby's family ties and re-
inforce his positive behaviors. We be-
gan to understand that a foster 
child's misbehavior would not be 
directed at us personally, but would 
result from his disappointment, hurt, 
and anger at being separated from 
his own family. That knowledge has 
helped us find the strength to be con-
sistent and patient in helping Bobby 
resolve those feelings." "The 
trainers were always honest with us 
about the difficulties and the rewards 
of fostering," Mr. Faulkner adds. 
"Without the training we would not 
have known what to expect and 
wouldn't have known how to deal 
with it_ Above all, we learned how im-
portant a child's family is to him and 
how we could be supportive of get-
ting that family back together 
again." 
Today, Bobby's ' future looks 
brighter than it has ever looked be-
fore . Nova's foster parent training 
hasn't provided the solution to all of 
Bobby's family problems, but it has 
provided the basis for a stable, nur-
turing environment in which Bobby 
can live on the road to foster care's 
most critical goal - that of reunify-
ing families_ 
-
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A Nova Interview: A Frank Discussion With 
The Director Of The Foster Parent Project 
Jennifer Meriam, NovaNws Editor, 
interviewed Ronald Simon, recently 
appointed director of the Foster 
Parent Project. The interviw took 
place at the Project's main office lo-
cated on Nova University's Fort Lau-
derdale campus. 
Q: Mr . Simon, let me first wish 
you the best of luck in your new 
position. 
A: Thank you very much. It is a 
pleasure to be here. 
Q: Those familiar with child 
welfare training have no doubt 
heard of the Foster Parent Pro-
ject. What is it about the Pro-
ject that accounts for such an 
outstanding reputation? 
A: The Foster Parent Project has 
existed for six years now, since 
1975. During this entire time 
period, we have worked directly 
and closely with child welfare 
agencies. Instead of burying our-
selves in the academic commun-
ity, we went out into the field and 
worked hand in hand with front 
line child welfare staff. What 
emerged from this process was a 
comprehensive child welfare 
training program that works -
that work in the real world and 
not just on paper. We have a fine 
reputation because : the Foster 
Parent Project has a widely dis-
seminated, time-tested, proven 
product. It's as simple as that. 
"GIVEN THIS ECONOMIC 
CLIMATE IT IS NOT EASY 
FOR AGENCIES TO INVEST 
IN TRAINING - BUT THE 
TRUTH OF THE MATTER IS 
THAT THESE CUTBACKS 
MAKE ' NOVA TRAINING 
EVEN MORE ESSENTIAL 
THAN BEFORE." 
Q: Then why has the Foster Parent 
Project succeeded where other 
programs have failed? Is it be-
cause you work so closely with 
local agencies? 
A: Again, in my belief, it is just not 
feasible to design an effective 
child welfare training program 
unless you can work closely with 
agencies in the process. Working 
with agencies is crucial, but there 
are also other equally important 
components that a project must 
incorporate to be successful. In 
our particular case the Project 
would have never, never grown 
to what .it is today had we not 
recognized the importance of ap-
plying a scientific method to our 
inquiries. Yes, we left the univer-
sity and went into the real child 
welfare world, but we took with 
us a strong scientific perspective 
and orientation. This perspective 
enabled the Project not only to 
test and evaluate innovative ap-
proaches, but it allowed us to 
assimilate and build upon earlier 
observations and findings. Many 
programs start with creative and 
innovative ideas but are never 
able to go beyond what they have 
originally conceived. This is a 
great tragedy. It is more impor-
tant for a project to apply a 
proper scientific methodology 
toward problem solving than it is 
for that project's initial attempt 
to prove successful. 
Q: In what ways has the Foster 
Parent Project built its pro-
gram on earlier attempts? 
A: Interestingly enough, the 
Project's initial attempt to 'de-
velop a foster parent training 
curriculum was not successful. 
Again it goes back to the fact 
that first attempts are not as im-
portant as the development of a 
strong research/evaluation com-
ponent. When the Foster Parent 
Project opened shop in 1975, its 
staff were primarily psycholo-
gists who, while experienced in 
dealing with disturbed adol-
escents, had little direct exposure 
to child welfare. In the 1970's, 
you must remember that ' there 
was a major push for "parenting 
education." These psychologists 
hit on the idea that if they could 
start with a basic parenting cur-
riculum and modify it with behav-
ioral management techniques, 
contracting and other treatment 
skills, that this would be an effec-
tive training tool for foster par-
ents. It seemed like a plausible 
approach and' a curriculum was 
developed and training began. 
The concept of training foster 
parents at that time was very 
new and the other small foster 
parent training programs across 
the nation were also using a par-
enting curriculum approach. Be-
cause of our strong evahiation 
component we knew within 
months of implementing a modi-
fied parenting curriculum ap-
proach that we were headed in 
the wrong direction. 
Q: Well, what was wrong with a 
modified parenting curriculum? 
A: Nothing is wrong per se with a 
parenting curriculum. It does I)ot 
hurt any parent to learn mor~ 
about child development, readi-
ness, and so on. These things are 
fine accessories, but they. are not 
the most crucial components 
foster parents must be taught. 
Basically, what we learned in 
that first year of the Project was 
that there are major differences 
between "parenting" and "foster 
parenting." In foster care you do 
not have one set of parents that 
must interrelate with the child -
but three or more. The foster 
child must not onry deal with his 
or her parents, btit must also re-
late now with one or more social 
workers and an assigned set of 
foster parents. In general paren-
ting you have relatjvely clear 
roles between the parents and 
the child; in foster care, you do 
not. In parenting you are work-
ing with a permanent lifelong ar-
rangement. In foster care you 
are working with a tenuous and 
temporary' situation. In foster 
care many of your children have 
been abused and/or neglected, 
are disorientated and experienc-
ing separation trauma and a 
'variety of emotional problems. 
This is hardly the normal paren-
ting environment. The fact is, 
other than in name, the similari-
ties between "foster parenting" 
and "parenting" are few and far 
between. 
Q: Then what is it that foster 
parents need to be trained in? 
~~. 
m'" 
''j# 
}~, 
"INSTEAD OF BURYING 
OURSELVES IN THE ACA-
DEMIC COMMUNITY, WE 
WENT OUT INTO - THE 
FIELD AND WORKED 
HAND IN HAND WITH. 
FRONT LINE CHILD WEL-
FARE STAFF." 
ter care. For example, many fos-
ter parents believe that the role 
of a foster parent is to save some 
unfortunate child from sub-hu-
man parent types who sadistical-
ly torture children. Agency at-
tempts to recruit foster families 
by presenting such images, and 
media who periodically run such 
horror stories are largely to 
blame for this misconception. 
Sure there are the deeply psy-
chotic and schizophrenic parents 
who are extremely dangerous, 
but objective study will show that 
the vast majority of parents 
whose children enter foster care 
are just overwhelmed by their life 
predicament. These parents us-
ually possess a whole array of 
problems - emotional, financial, 
housing, inter-personal, and ' 
health problems that come to-
o gether to produce a confused and 
often nearly dysfunctional in-
dividual. You take such an in-
dividual, with these massive 
problems, and combine that with 
the tremendous responsibilities 
of raising children and the results 
are tragic. Many, many foster 
children have parents who fit this 
description. Parents of foster 
children, as a rule, possess love 
and concern for their children, 
plus tremendous guilt, but are 
just not able to cope with life's 
problems and generally have lit-
tle support from family, rela-
tives, or friends . 
It is essential that potential 
foster parents begin to view the 
parents of foster children as peo-
ple. Misconceptions that these 
peQple are animals and that the 
function of foster care is to save 
their children must be corrected 
before a couple can become .effec-
tive foster parents. 
A: Nova believes that foster parent Q: 
training should be given prior to 
licensing. ,There are many rea-
sons for this which I will try to 
relate later. Your question, then, A: 
If the goal of foster care is not 
to save children from intoler-
able conditions, then what is its 
purpose? 
Foster care is designed to 
provide a home environment for 
children who cannot for various 
reasons - health, neglect, abuse, 
abandonment, parental incarcer-
ation - remain with their fam-
ilies. In such caSes where chil-
dren cannot remain at home, nor 
with family or friends, foster care 
can be utilized to provide a tem-
porary family environment. Fos-
I woUld like to expand a little to 
include what we feel prospective 
or applicant foster parents 
should be trained in. 
First of all, anyone considering 
becom.ing a foster parent should 
possess a realistic understanding 
of the foster care system. Most 
foster parent applicants have ex-
tremely distorted concepts of fos-
ter care -provides this temporary 
family environment so that social 
workers can work with the family 
to correct the basic problems 
which necessitated the removal 
and placement of their children. 
Foster parents must understand 
that the major objective of foster 
care is to return children back to 
their parents and family. This, of 
course, is not always possible. In 
those cases when it is felt that the 
probability of ever correcting 
these problems is slim, or when it 
is felt return is not possible for 
years and years, then it behooves 
the foster care agency to not 
leave the child in this limbo. The 
agency must then make the very 
difficult decision to determil)e 
what is in the best interest of the 
child - to remain in foster care, 
to move toward termination of 
parental rights, and consequently 
adoption, or to return the child 
home, despite the fact that the 
environment is unacceptable. 
These, of course, are very dif-
ficult decisions which must be 
made considering the particulars 
of each individual case. This is 
part of our social worker training 
program - to train child welfare 
workers ,how to make and docu-
ment such decisions. As far as 
your question concerning what 
foster parents should be taught in 
a training program, the impor-
tant point here is that they must 
understand , and accept that 
foster care is temporary and ' 
that, in most cases, the agency's 
plan, and the best possible out-
come for the child, is to be-able to 
return that child to the parents. 
Q: Why would you even consider 
returning a child back to his 
parents, let's say where he has 
been neglected or abused, when 
you know the home environ-
'ment is still unacceptable -
particularly , when a healthy 
nurturing foster home environ-
ment is available? Isn't it an ob-
vious choice? 
A: No, it is not. When you decide to 
remove a child from his parents 
you are making a very, very 
serious decision. A child welfare 
worker must recognize that this 
action will not only harm the 
parents and family unit, but also 
the child. The trauma of being re-
moved from h'er parents and 
placed in foster care will pmduce 
serious psychological scarring of 
that child. Sometimes, no, in 
most cases, it is the better part of 
wisdom not to remove a child 
from an unacceptable home. Re-
"THE FACT IS, OTHER 
THAN IN NAME, THE SIMI-
LARITIES BETWEEN 
'FOSTER PARENTING' AND 
'PARENTING' ARE FEW 
AND FAR BETWEEN." 
turning a child to a less than ade-
quate situation is also often the 
least detrimental alternative 
available. 
Q: Well how can you reduce the 
psychological scarring when a 
child must be placed in foster 
care? 
A: Ah, now we are back to the 
crucial information and skills 
that must be taught to foster par-
ents - which are more important 
and relevant than general par-
enting information. There are 
many things that can be done to 
make placement in foster care 
less damaging. First of all, in a 
(Con1inued on Page 8) 
-
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(Continued from Page 7) 
non-emergency placement situa-
tion, we · strongly suggest pre-
placement visits, that is, where 
the foster child, perhaps even 
with her parents, are able to visit 
with the foster family prior to the 
actual placement. This can great-
ly reduce the trauma of abrupt 
placement into an unknown sit-
uation. A pre-placement visit 
however, is not always possible. 
During training we ask fostH 
parents to take a family picture, 
including pets of course, and to 
write a letter to the foster child, 
describing the family members in 
the photo and welcoming him in-
to their home. Even. in an emer-
gency placement situation, the 
social worker can show the fami-
ly picture and read the letter. 
You would be surprised - even 
this small planned step can re-
duce a child's fear and trepida-
tion . 
There are many other things 
we train foster parents and social 
workers to do to make foster care 
less damaging. These include 
how to prepare the family and en-
vironment for the child's arrival; 
how to deal with the grieving pro-
cess foster children exhibit upon 
entering care; working witfl the 
foster child to understand, at his 
own level of comprehension, why 
he is in foster care; providing 
continued family contact be-
tween the foster child and her 
parents through visitation and 
phone contact; how to provide 
support to the child and his par-
ents in building and maintaining 
a closer relationship which is so 
important for the prognosis of re-
uniting the family. This list can 
go on for some length - we've 
had six years to perfect this 
material. 
'I: You mentioned a grieving 
process. What do you mean by 
this? 
A: Again, you touch on a very 
crucial concept both foster par-
ents and social workers must 
understand. We've talked about 
the damage caused by separating 
a chi ld from his family. I cannot 
stress the range of emotions that 
occur when a child and his par-
ents are separated. In training, 
you can come close to under-
standing it through some of the 
powerful simulations we conduct. 
I t is not unusual to have social 
workers and foster parents break 
down in tears at the end of these 
simulated experiences. It is hard 
to verbally communicate this 
feeling. If you have ever lost a 
loved one through death· or 
separation , and you can vividly 
recall your emotions at that time, 
then you will understand what I 
am trying to convey. 
Separating a child from his 
parents produces an emotional 
reaction that is nearly identical to 
what a child would experience 
should his parents be abruptly 
killed. You are dealing with a 
profound psychological loss and 
the process of adjusting to and 
accepting this loss is called the 
"grieving process." There are 
four steps to the grieving process 
- shock, anger, despair and ac-
ceptance. Nova trained foster 
parents know to expect these 
stages and are prepared to deal 
with the radical behavioral ' 
changes which accompany the 
foster child as he goes through 
this four step process. We train 
foster parents in how to deal with 
{'a('h stage of the process, to 
ass),t in this adjustment process 
and thereby minimize the psycho-
"'l'Ial damage to the child. 
Q: " ,,' ve talked primarily of 
!!!' 
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"Without Nova we would stiJI be 
struggling for those goals which are 
now within our reach." 
DOROTHY TURNER 
Program Manager 
District I, State of Florida 
Health & Rehabilitative Services 
foster parent training and the 
importance of it_ We have 
touched on social worker train-
ing, but have never fully focus-
ed upon it_ Can you outline how 
Nova·approaches the training of 
social workers? 
A: The Project originally did not 
have a separate social worker 
training program. We did recom-
mend that foster care workers go 
through foster parent training so 
we could both acquaint them with 
and ultimately gain their support 
for the program. Other than that, 
Wf! did not direct much attention 
toward the training of social 
workers. In 1978, however, the 
Project began to pick up indica-
tions of serious problems. Cen-
tral to these problems was the 
fact that not all of the agency's 
foster care workers and super-
visors were buying into the Nova 
child welfare philosophy. While 
approximately half of the foster 
care workers strongly supported 
N ova concepts and adopted the 
professional practices advocated 
in our foster parent training, the 
remaining half of the workers 
continued in their separate and 
often individualized approaches 
to foster care. 
You can imagine what hap-
pend when trained foster parents 
had the misfortune to be assigned 
to non-supportive foster care 
workers. These foster parents 
soon became highly critical of 
both the agency and staff. A con-
sistent complaint we heard was 
that social workers were not do-
ing enough to involve the parents 
of foster children. We had one 
foster family actually arrange 
their own independent visitation 
between the foster child and his 
parents without the knowledge 
or consent of their-social worker. 
There w.ere other problems too. 
Trained foster parents, who were 
familiar with Nova's technique 
for matching foster children with 
foster family capabilities exer-
cised greater selectivity in 
accepting placements than did 
their non-trained counterparts. 
This created many problems, and 
the list goes on. The moral of this 
story is simple, yoU can provide a 
very good foster parent training 
program and turn out excep-
tionally fine foster parents, but if 
you ignore the other segments of 
the child welfare system - line 
staff, supervisory and adininis-
trative personnel - the effect on 
the total system is likely to be nil. 
We have learned since, that only 
through the development of a 
"Administratively it has enhanced 
the quality of our program ... These 
concepts are a must for any program 
that utilizes foster parents and social 
workers." 
REBA HICKS 
Chief Social Worker Supervisor 
Virginia Beach Department of 
Social Services 
comprehensive child welfare 
training program can we posi-
tively impact agencies in a lasting 
way. 
Today, the Foster Parent Pro-
ject offers a 21 step model train-
ing program consisting of work-
shops, consultation and diagnos-
tic/evaluation services. This pro-
gram enables an agency to move 
step by step through the various 
stages inherent in the develop-
ment of an effective foster Care 
delivery system. We pr~sently of-
fer 16 workshops, of which only 3 
are exclusively for training foster 
parents. In our remaining work-
shops we help agencies to clarify 
and further define their phil-
osophy toward foster care. We 
work with appropriate agency 
staff in developing an effective 
recruitment program and we 
train licensing/approval staff in 
Nova procedures and techniques 
for the selection, training and 
retention of foster parents. 
Agency personnel who are se-
lected to provide foster parent 
and staff training also attend a 
series of workshops where we ac-
quaint them with the Nova cur-
riculum and provide the training 
skills they will need to effectively 
utilize this material. We also pro-
vide workshops to protective 
service personnel which is coordi-
nated and completely compatible 
with our foster care and parent 
training. And finally, after an 
agency has completely opera-
tionalized this program, we come 
back 6 months or a year later and 
provide team building workshops 
to assure that all segments of the 
child welfare system are working 
in a single and unified direction. 
I n essence, we provide a com-
plete child welfare training and 
consultation program. 
Q: You have obviously 
accomplished much_ Are there 
still areas which the Project 
has not succeeded with, that re-
main as a sense of frustration to 
the program? 
A: Everyone in child welfare 
experiences frustration. It's the 
definition of the job. There is 
never enough or appropriate re-
sources, you are everloaded with 
cases, and you can't devote the 
time to each that they deserve. 
Frustration to our staff is not 
something new. We try new 
things and sometimes they work 
and sometimes not. Our evalua-
tion program is strong enough so 
that when we don't succeed we 
learn why and correct it. So even 
w.hen we fail, we know that we 
are still moving toward an im-
proved product. That is not a 
problem. I believe that the most 
frustrating thing to our staff is 
when we learn of a foster parent 
" training program that has been 
started and has failed. We meet 
social workers from an agency 
we haven't been involved with 
and naturally the conversation 
!i eventually reaches the subject of 
foster parent training. These 
agency people say, "Oh, you're 
involved with training foster 
parents, yeah, we tried that a 
couple of years ago and it didn't 
work." Again, it doesn't sound 
like a big deal, but when you hear 
the same thing from different 
people once or twice a week, 
every week, it has an impact.Jt is 
frustrating because we know that 
had we been involved, had we 
known of this program, we could 
have worked with that agency 
and used our expertise to have 
helped it succeed. The design and 
implementation of a quality 
foster parent training program is 
a highly complex undertaking. 
There is a science to it. It is hard 
to convince agencies of this fact 
- on the surface it just looks too 
simple. This is the frustration 
that is hard for us to live with. 
Q: As we enter this period of 
Reagan economics, with large 
funding cutbacks in social serv-
ice programs, will child welfare 
agencies be able to afford to in-
vest in a comprehensive train-
ing program? 
A: Federal cutbacks to social service 
programs are having a tremen-
dous impact. I've spoken with 
many social service administra-
tors across the nation and tens of 
thousands of social service posi-
tions are being taken away from 
existing programs. Given this 
economic climate it is not easy 
for agencies to invest in training 
- but the truth of the matter is 
that these cutbacks make Nova 
training even more essential than 
before. Child welfare agencies 
should respond to these cutbacks 
in an organized and systematic 
fashion designed to increase their 
efficiency and effectiveness. To 
do this, inappropriate placements 
in foster care must be eliminated. 
Specialized foster homes should 
be recruited and trained to allow 
"THERE IS JUST NO QUES-
TION IN MY MIND THAT AN 
INVESTMENT MADE IN 
NOVA TRAINING WILL 
NOT ONLY INCREASE THE 
QUALITY OF SERVICES 
BUT WILL, IN A VERY FEW 
YEARS, PAY FOR ITSELF 
AND MORE. WE CAN SHOW 
YOU WHERE IT HAS. " 
currently institutionalized chil-
dren, when appropriate, to be 
placed in less restrictive, damag-
ing and expensive foster or group 
home settings. Permanency plan-
ning efforts must be increased to 
mpve children more effectively 
through the system. Social work-
ers must be better tained in 
working with parents and rela-
tives of foster children to prevent 
unnecessary placements and to 
accelerate efforts to return chil-
dren home. More efficient and ef-
fective methods must be adopted 
for the recruitment, selection and 
training of foster parents. All of 
these steps not only cut the costs 
of providing services, but 
dramatically increase the quality 
of services provided to the chil-
dren and families we serve. 
.Q: I am sure trained foster parents 
will perform better than their 
untrai~ed counterparts - but 
can you really claim that train-
ing foster parents will both in-
(Continued on Page 9) 
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Alumni at the reception prior to Pre~ident Fischler'~ Breakfa~t 
Meeting at the Holiday Inn Apparel, Chicago, on Saturday, J une 6, 
1981. 
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 
REGIONl 
Southeast Chapter: An enjoyable 
dinner meeting was held at the 
Bavarian Village Restaurant, Holly-
wood, on Friday, October 2. After the 
short business meeting President 
Fischler gave an interesting update 
on the University's plans and pro-
grams and Toni Steinberg spoke of 
the activities of the Alumni Office. 
Officers for 1982 are: 
President: David White, Ed.D.; 
. Vice President: George Emerson, 
Ed.D.; Secretary: Gloria Vacca 
Mahoney, Ed.D.: Treasurer: Fran 
Altman; Membership: Leeomia W. 
Kelly, Ed.D.; Program: Gloria Reich, 
Ed.D. . 
RICHARD FRANCIS FITZ-
GERALD, chairman of the liberal 
arts division and instructor in 
humanities at Florida Keys Commun-
ity College, will be the Commence-
ment speaker for Life Chiropractic 
College, Marietta, Georgia on Satur-
day, December 12. 
REGION II 
The National Capital Area Chapter 
held their first meeting of the year at 
Fort McNair on Thursday, ' Septem-
Dr. Morlon Meltzer Author of 1n-
formo.tion - TIw mtirtUlte MG1UJfIe-
ment Resource. 
• 
ber 24, with Mr. Dwight Ink as the 
featured speaker. Mr. Ink is the cur-
rent Director of the Comunity Serv-
ice's Administration and has held 
several sub-cabinet executive posi-
tions. 
The second meeting will be held on 
December 8 with the featured speak-
er being Dr. A. Lee Fritschler, Direc-
tor of the Advanced Study Program, 
Brookings Institution, Washington, 
D.C. 
Additional meetings are planned 
for February 18 and May 20, 1982. 
Officers for 1981182 are: 
President: William A. Foster, DPA; 
Vice President: Charlay Van-Esquire 
Hart, DPA; Secretary: Walter Rid-
dick, DPA; Treasurer: Michael O. 
Ryan, DPA. 
REGION V 
A eocktail party to be hosted by 
President Fischler will be held at 
Loews Anatole Hotel, Dallas, Texas, 
on Friday, December 7 at 6:30 p.m. 
Alumni have been invited and Dr. 
Fischler is looking forward to meet-
ing the local alumni and also those 
who are attending the 86th annual 
meeting of the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools. 
Byron Campbell, President of the 
News and Sun Sentinel Company in-
troduces Clare Boothe Luce to the. 
Wednesday Luncheon Series. 
HEALTHSCRIPTS 
by Richard F. Gerson, Ph~D. 
, 
Someone once described it as being like the air. It is always around us, 
yet you really do not pay attention to it; except when there is not enough of 
it or there is too much. Either situation causes an imbalance that requires 
some form of adjustment. If the adjustments are made rapidly and easily, 
and the imbalance is corrected, then we continue to function in the face of 
it. If the adjustments are not properly made, it can cause mental and 
physical breakdowns. What is this entity that has such a great effect on us? 
STRESS!! 
. Stress has about as many definitions as there are authors who spend 
time writing about it. The key to understanding stress and its effects lies in 
comprehending it as a concept. Too often, stress is defined as a stimulus, a 
response, or a systemic reaction. It is this multiplicity of definitions that 
causes the confusion that revolves around stress. To alleviate that confu-
sion and any other misunderstandings, stress is conceptually defined as a 
perceived discrepancy between a person' s 'capabilities and the demand 
characteristics of a given situation. The larger the perceived discrepancy, 
the greater the stress. Additionally, since people possess different percep-
tual abilities, stress affects everyone differentially. 
The effects o{stress on behavior is not always negative. Most people are 
aware that continued stress can lead to anxiety, depression, failing health, 
and even major illnesses, such as heart disease and ulcers. However, you 
must also be aware that stress is vitally necessary for your existence. It 
adds spice to your life. Stress can be very beneficial when perceived and 
acted upon in a positive manner. Just ask any athlete who has played "in 
the zone", or "out of hislher head". They were at their optimal stress level 
for that particular task, and they perceived the discrepancy between the 
situational demands and their capabiities as a challenge they could over-
come. 
That is the first step toward making stress work for you. Believe you are 
its master, and use stress in a positive manner. An effective program of . 
stress management must begin with you taking responsibility for your 
behaviors in stressful situations and then developing a positive mental at-
titude regarding your ability to perform in that situation. Proper nutrition, 
regular exercise, and daily relaxation will also help you manage stress. You 
must write ,your personalized Healthscript for stress management every 
day. 
FUTURE EVENTS 
On to Honolulu! The national 
ASP A conference will be in Hawaii 
this year, beginning March 21st. This 
should offer an opportunity for Nova 
graduates to make connections under 
very pleasant sw:roundings. David 
Swain, DPA 1978, Professor of Pub-
lic Administration at Edward Waters 
College in Jacksonville, Florida, is 
convening a panel on future funding 
of human services programs. Pro-
fessor Edward Flash, Jr., of Cornell 
University, the founding preceptor of ' 
the "Program Mover" 'sequence, 
DP A Program, will chair a panel on 
the .characteristics of public policy 
decision-making. If you plan to go, be 
sure to look up National Council 
members Walter Anders, DPA, 
Jerry O'Neil, DPA, and South 
Florida Chapter President Doug 
Yoder,DPA. 
In~-----------------------
(Continued from Page 8) 
crease quality while simul-
taneously reducing costs? 
A: Emphatically yes. My wife and I 
have just completed a study that 
will appear in the· months ahead 
in Child Welfare, entitled, "The 
Effect of Nova Foster Parent Se-
lection and Training on Agency 
System Operations." In this 
study, we compared the perform-
ance of trained and untrained 
foster parents in Northwest 
Florida (.EJRS, District I), over a 
considerable period of time to 
determine if we could measure 
any appreciable differences. We 
found that ,when Nova's foster 
parent training program was in-
troduced, a 21 percent increase 
in licensing rates occurred. We 
' found that trained homes, in 
their first year after licensing, ac-
cepted twice the number of place-
ments and provided more child 
, care days of service than did their 
untrained counterParts. Place-
ments sent to trained homes 
were considered more difficult, 
and despite this, trained homes 
were only half as likely than un-
trained homes to have foster 
children removed because of 
their inability to control the child; 
to have placements classified as 
failures; or to initiate requests, or 
demands, for the agency to re-
move a particular child. There is 
just no question in my mind that 
an investment made in Nova 
training will not only increase the 
quality of services but will, 'in a 
very few years; pay for itself and 
more. We can show you where it 
has. 
Thank you, Mr. Simon. I have en-
joyed talking with you and I am 
sure our readers will find this 
discussion both iIluminathtg and in-
teresting. Best of luck with your 
program and your new position. 
Foster Parent --------------------
(Continued from Page 6) 
parents; while continuing child wel-
fare related research studies. 
If you are interested in learning 
more about the Nova Project or you 
would like to talk with one of our en-
thusiastic and energetic consultants, 
please let us hear from you. 
• • * • • • • 
Eileen Mayers Pasztor joined the · 
Nova staff in 1976 and today repre-
sents t/i.e Project as a curriculum and 
training consultant. She has traveled 
. extensively througlwut the country 
providing Nova training and giving 
workshops and addresses at regWnQ1;'>~ ';. 
state and nati<Y1U1l. conferences, Ms. " ~1 
Pasztor lives in Washington, D.C:· ' 
and is a Mctoral student in the social 
work program at Catholic University. 
Look for her article on foster family 
recruitment and rete:ntian in an up-
cwning issue of Children Today. 
-. 
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CAMPUS 
LIFE 
By Suzanne Ferriss 
Nova College, Day Division 
Friday, O~tober 30 marked the end 
of the first nine-week term for this 
years Day Division students. For 
nine spirited and ambitious students, 
this day signified not only the com-
pletion of their psychology and 
composition courses, but also the con-
clusion of a month of campaigning for 
four positions in the Day Division's 
Student Government Association. 
Running fo r the position of Presi-
dent were Hector Figueredo, Lance 
Laiken, and Larry Leben. The can-
dirlates for Vice-president were Mark 
Belcastro. Dori Kordansky, and Ver-
non Lewis. Pam Weir and Robin 
Adler campaigned for the office of 
Secretary. Much to his delight, Gary 
Becker ran uncontested for the posi-
t ion of Treasurer. All must be given 
recognition f0r their enthusiasm and 
participation. What made choosing 
"nly four out of the nine exceptional-
iy uifficult was the support each gave 
to the Day Division program. All 
,;tated in their speeches that even if 
not eieeted . they would still try to 
take an active role in the planning 
and organizing of activities, offering 
,;ul'Ke"tiuns and assistance to those 
elected. 
Congratulations to Larry Leben, 
~Iat'k Beleastro, Gary Becker and 
Kohin Adler, the Day Division's new 
:-:( ;,t\. The student body can look for-
\\'a,d tu many more activities, in~ 
':itldini! ,]imminy Cricket's Christmas 
I 'art.' at Walt Disney World and a 
;",Ilan ,ia n cruise in February. We 
\ \" !.';!l 1 itt' ~<.;A continued success. 
NOVA NEWS 
New student government officers 
for Nova College, Day Division are 
left to right, Robin Adler, Sec-
retary; Larry Lebin, President; 
M!lrk Belcastro, Vice-President; 
and Gary Becker, Treasurer. 
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Suncoast Learning Center 
Clearwater, Florida 
Here they are - Nova's first softball team! BACK ROW (Left to Right): 
Scott Limoseth, Dlck Zammito, Jim Wilks,Gary Sullivan, Earl Dodge, 
Steve Fox, Rocky Bowes, Nick Hardy. FRONT ROW (Left to Right): Lou 
Zammito, Tony Asdioti, Mitch Braun (coach), Ron Zammito, Bobby Ward. 
NOT PICTURED: Doug Menchise. Nick Hardy, Mitch Braun, Doug Men-
chise serve on the Board of Governors for the Suncoast Learning 
Center/Nova University. NOTE : (As the paper went to press, eur team was 
ti,d!o< m,i,i," CT'i"".' I. 
. -
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Diana Marcus Joins Center For The 
Advancement Of Education 
. The Center for the Advancement 
of Education is pleased to announce 
the appointment of Dr. Diana Marcus 
to their faculty roster. Dr. Marcus 
assumes the position of Assistant Di-
rector of Graduate . Programs in 
Early Childhood Education. In this 
role, she will be working closely with 
Dr. Polly Ebbs in the growing Early 
Childhood Doctoral Program. In add-
ition, Dr. Maw.!s will be involved in 
the production of curriculum mater-
ials for the GEM (Graduate Educa-
tion Module) program. 
Dr. Marcus comes to Nova Univer-
sity from the University of Bridge-
port where she helped to initiate the 
early childhood option and Early 
Childhood Graduate and U nder-
graduate Programs in Education. 
She has also participated in cur-
riculum development and iii the in-
struction of Early Childhood and Ele-
mentary Education Programs in 
reading, literature and language 
skills for Queens Coll:ege of the City 
of New York and for Hofstra Uni-
versity in Hempstead, New York. 
Nova Computers On The Move 
AtHomeAndAway 000 
~ , 
'.\i 
t t~.~"~: .. 1£'4 . .• "~ ' ;';' " , .;;':':YtY . ' 'W' 
Mike Dolan, foreground, and Carol Cristiano, computer programmers, are 
busy behind the scenes turning out the 55,000 labels for mailing Nova 
News as well as filling many other university computer needs. For the 
holidays, Carol and Mike programmed snowflakes just for you. 
" , 
}* Mi~ 
, 
Packing up the microcomputer, Dr. AI P.· Mizell prepares to leave ' 
Daytona Beach where he presented two sessions on microcomputer 
literacy for media specialists from throughout Florida. The occasion 
was the 9th annual Conference of the Florida Association for Media in 
Education (FAME). 
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---PEOPLE---
Dr. Anna Mae Walsh Burke, Di-
rector, Center for Science and En-
gineering, was a guest on WAVS 
with Stella Taylor, the noted long 
distance champion swimmer. Ms. 
Taylor invited Dr. Burke to visit on 
the air for her hour long program "39 
and Counting", a program designed 
for active persons over the age of 40. 
Dr. Burke spoke about the many ave-
nues open to women today and dis-
cussed her book, Are You Ready? A 
Survival Manual for Women Return-
ing to School. 
Dr .. Mary Ann Douglas, Dept. of 
PSYChology, presented a paper at the 
American Psychological Association 
in September in Los Angeles on 
"Procedural Issues for Observational 
Assessment." Dr. Douglas is Direc-
tor of the Family Violence Clinical 
Research Project at Nova. 
Dr'. Richard Gerson, adjunct pro-
fessor, Center for the Advancement 
of Education, is busy conducting a 
two week seminar for the Criminal 
Justice Institute at Broward Com· , 
munity College on "Police Stress." 
Dr. Gerson also is giving weekly 
"Stress Management" seminars at 
the Palm-Aire Spa fora national and 
international fitne~s program. 
" Cade GervaIS, member of the 
Atlanta II cluster Ed.D. program, 
has been appointed Administrative 
Assistant to the Fulton County 
Superintendent of Scbools. Gervais 
was formerly public relations director 
of the school system. 
Senior law student Steven 
Greenspan has been appointed to the 
Dade County Sports' Authority. He 
will serve on the baseball and basket-
ball franchise committee and will be 
an associate member of the Sports 
Authority. 
Coy L. Hodges has been appointed 
Director of the Griffin, Georgia Area 
Vocational-Technical School. Hodges 
formerly served as assistant director. 
He is also a member of the Atlanta II 
Nova cluster in the Ed.D. program. 
Dr. Dinesh Khosla, Law Center, 
attended the annual meeting of the 
' International Sociology Association 
Research Committee on Sociology of 
Law in conjunction with the Center 
·for Socio-Legll,I 'Studies at Wolfson 
College, Oxford University, England, 
September 22-27, 1981. 
Dinesh was nominated by the 
Research Committee to c.oordinate 
an International Working group on 
"Comparative Studies of Legal Sys-
tems and Social Systems." The first 
meeting of the group will be held in 
August, 198;:! in Mexico. The group 
on Comparative Studies and Social 
Systems is the only other research 
group approved by th~ International 
Sociology Association. The first 
group on Comparative Studies of 
Legal profession has been function-
ing for the last two years' under the 
leadership of Professor Richard Abel, 
UCLA - School of Law. The purpose 
of the group is to produce an edited 
volume within a period of five years. 
Shirley Phillips has been ap-
pointed Special Assistant to the 
Superintendent for ·School ~ Com-
munity Relations in the Fulton Coun-
ty School system. She formerly 
served as an elementary principal, 
and is a participant in Atlanta II 
Ed.D. cluster. 
_ Dr. Barry Schneider, Director, 
Master of Science Programs, Psy-
chology Department, spoke recently 
about psychological testing before 
the Broward County Youth De· 
velopment Division in Hollywood. 
Dr. Marilyn Segal, Director, 
Mailman Family Center, was inter-
viewed by WFTL reporter Andrea 
Ellison recently on the topic of "How 
to Welcome Children Home from 
School when parents Aren't There." 
Dr. Segal gave many useful tips to 
parents, among them, the idea of 
leaving notes that say, for example, 
"Hi! I'm Irlad you're home!" 
Dr. Anna Mae Walsh Burke 
Dr. Marilyn Segal 
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Dr. Barry Schneider 
Classified 
LOST PASSPORT - DESPER· 
ATE! If found, please call Nova stu-
dent Rafik Haghverdian, as soon as 
possible. 581-5623. . 
Driver Wanted: Occasional AM's 
and afternoons. CAr supplied. Must 
have transportation to Sunrise. $4 ' 
per hour. Call 472·3447. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Re-
ports, briefs, manuscripts - on elec-
tric IBM correcting Selectric II. 
. Highly experienced - fast service -
perfect work. 472-5644. 
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME -
Evenings. Term papers, proposals, 
etc. Call after 6:00 p.m. 475-5289. 
VIRGINIA. 
SALES 
Experienced retail sales person need· , 
ed for Record Store. Record exper- , 
ience helpful. Please apply in person, 
Q Records & Tapes, 2829 N_ Federal 
Highway, Ft. Lauderdale. 
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Behavioral Sciences Centeroi 
Nova Uni.versity 
honors the first recipients· of the 
Doctor of Psychology Degree 
Michael F. Walczak 
Broward County Court 
Psychologist 
Clifford A. Fairbanks 
Indian River Community 
Mental Health Center 
Helen Marie Gavilo 
Florida Diagnostic & Learning 
Resource System-South 
Barbara A. Serko 
Southeast Biosocial Institute 
Diani P. Blank 
Broward County Court 
Psychologist 
;-lot present at graduation were: Francesca Hayes, Camden County Health 
Services Center and Lloyd Bennett, Clinical Psychologist for Dade County 
.J lIvenile Court. 
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